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top ten: the people’s favourite film award 2008
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Whether you loved or hated the film you’ve just seen, make your
opinIon count by visiting the Festival website and clicking on the
‘Rate a Film’ option. The most popular Festival film will be garlanded
the People’s Favourite!
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U

lrich Seidl may be hard to
pick out in a crowd and
quietly spoken, but the
impression his films leave behind
is quite the opposite, namely
powerful and insistent. It is hard
to imagine anyone leaving the
cinema after having seen one
of his films without feeling just
a little unhinged. The Austrian
filmmaker is currently visiting Britain
in order to present his latest film
IMPORT/EXPORT (2007) and one
of the stops on Seidl’s tour is the
Cambridge Film Festival, which is
showing four of his films. He gave
an insight into various aspects
of his filmmaking on a seemingly
ordinary Monday night.
Although Seidl originally made
his mark as a documentary
filmmaker targeting such diverse
subjects as the love between
people and their pets (ANIMAL
LOVE) and the world of models
(MODELS), he is adamant that the
whole notion of an unobtrusive
camera that does not interfere
with or even distort reality is pure
nonsense. The camera always
gets in the way and creates
another reality, there is no such
thing as an objective reality.
And from the beginning, his
films have split people into two
factions, namely into that of
friends or into that of foes. Either
people are bowled over by the
films or quite simply repulsed.
This probably has to do with the
fact that Seidl sometimes frames
very long shots of passive people
who seem vulnerable, or that

Ulrich Seidl (Photograph by tom Catchesides)

AustrIAn/Auteur
he also shows people in almost
unbearably intimate situations
(of either a sexual or emotional
nature). But, Seidl himself prefers
extreme reactions, as they show
that people watching his films are
not able to maintain the distance
between themselves and what
is projected on the screen, they
simply must take a stand.
The four films being shown at
CFF 08: LOSSES TO BE EXPECTED;
DOG DAYS; JESUS, YOU KNOW
and the aforementioned IMPORT/
EXPORT all bear testimony to
what have become recognisable
and stylistic features of Seidl’s
work. Blurring the divide between
the genres of documentary

and fiction, Seidl employs both
professional and non-professional
actors and does not refrain
from showing that human life is
sometimes lived on the edge of
despair or even depravity. This
insistence on portraying the world
in what to him is a truthful way
has meant that Seidl has often,
and unjustly so, been reduced
to being labelled a misanthropic
filmmaker. In reality, he is best
described as a filmmaker who
believes in the power of hope
and redemption - regardless of
what shape or form it may present
itself in. He does not wish to make

HOt tICket
mICHel lÉvIant WIll
Be PReSentIng HIS fIlm
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jUnCtIOn
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GOODNIGHT IRENE by Paolo
Marinou-Blanco is an often
touching story of the friendship
that develops between Alex
(Robert Pugh) and Bruno (Nuno
Lopes) who appear to have
nothing in common apart from
their friendship with Irene (Rita
Loureiro), a sometimes painter
who disappears without a trace
one night.
On the surface, Alex is a volatile,
grumpy voice-over actor with a
drinking problem fuelled by the
prescription tablets he takes for
an undisclosed ailment. Bruno
is a locksmith who creatively
documents the lives of his
neighbours in Lisbon. Although
Irene is relatively likeable in a
somewhat clichéd artsy whimsical
manner, it is difficult to understand
why these two men are quite so
taken with her.
Waiting for Godot is referenced
a few times and these are among
the film’s most endearing scenes.

Continued from page 1

films that only reaffirm the
status quo, rather he seeks
to challenge people’s
perceptions of what reality
is, and indeed ought to be.
glimpses of tenderness, love
and humour surface in all
of his films not least in dOg
days and impOrt/eXpOrt, for
without these elements, they
would become unbearable
to watch.
seidl gives a few examples
of how he works. the idea
for lOsses, for instance,
came to him because of his
acquaintance with the main
female character of the film,
paula. Only the premise of
the film was initially known to
seidl, and so with regards to
plot progression, he merely
let the camera and the
characters lead the way.
for jesus, yOu knOw, he
brought people together he
did not know beforehand
and slowly built up the trust
between them and himself
in order for them to be able
to pray authentically in front
of the camera. and after
an initial awkwardness they
became convinced that
jesus wanted them to be part
of this project.
seidl is currently in the
initial stages of his next
project with the working title
paradise. this is intended as
a film about three women
whose lives become linked
together, and it will partly
be set in kenya. this is a
great departure, with seidl’s
usual focus being on middle
europe. it will be interesting
to see if it has any bearings
on his visual style and
storytelling. it will also be the
first of seidl’s films that is not
exclusively funded by austria.

grAssroots FIlmmAkIng In togo
tHe danCIng fOReSt
BY BeCkY HaWkettS

B

rice Lainé’s debut
documentary, THE
DANCING FOREST, boasts
beauty and integrity that many
filmmakers strive for years to
achieve. And as I found out, he
completed this project almost
entirely by himself.
The documentary follows The
Centre International pour le
Developement Agro-Pastoral
(CIDAP) in the small village of
Baga in Togo, founded by a local
man. CIDAP provides men and
women with paid agricultural
work, technical skills and essential
knowledge to integrate modern
practical and entrepreneurial
skills with traditional customs.
Fundamentally, the home-grown
project has enabled many
villagers to get harvests from
land they once believed was
incapable of sustaining them.
Brice first discovered CIDAP at
the age of eleven when he was
living in Togo but it was years
later, after taking a break from
waiting tables in London to go
backpacking across Africa, when
he decided to make his film.
After taking a film course in
London he returned to Baga for
three months to follow the project

and film the people involved.
Ever modest, it takes me time to
prise details from Brice over the
difficulties he had to overcome
to film in Togo (a political
dictatorship). He does admit
though that “it could have been
dangerous” for him. “I mean,
it’s not like Iraq or anything, but I
had to smuggle my cameras and
equipment across the border
because I couldn’t get the
permission to film there.”
Laughing the smuggling aside
as a “fun” experience, these
restrictions, along with the film’s
limited budget meant that Brice
was producing the whole film
largely by himself, only with
some help from his sister, an
anthropologist in Africa, and two
local men he trained and paid to
operate sound equipment.
CIDAP and its founders have
faced opposition for years, from
locals of different ethnic groups
and the central government. It
was therefore essential that Brice
did not draw any unwanted

YOU Can’t
jUSt ImPOSe
tHIngS On tHe
PeOPle

attention to himself or the
villagers involved with the project.
“CIDAP is far more important
than my film and I didn’t want
it to suffer at the hands of its
opponents just because of my
presence. It’s very important for
filmmakers in this situation to be
respectful.” Reflecting the aims
of CIDAP itself, the finished film
bears an organic, grassroots
quality. Even the soundtrack is
partly comprised of specially
recorded songs from a talented
Togolese singer, with the rest
produced by Brice in improvised
recording sessions with French
and Senegalese musicians.
The result is outstanding. The
film is visually stunning and the
soundtrack provides a gentle
rhythm and warmth that is rarely
found in documentaries of this
nature. As Brice reminds me at
the end of the interview though,
it’s still the CIDAP project and its
achievements that he hopes are
most inspiring, “All over Africa,
big NGOs and the World Bank
arrive to set up development
projects, but in Africa no single
development structure can fit
everyone. You can’t just impose
things on the people, even with
millions of dollars. I’ve seen it a lot,
it just doesn’t work.”
tHe danCIng fOReSt is screened on tuesday
23 September at 3.00pm.
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goodnight Irene

gOOdnIgHt IRene PAOLO MARINOU-BLANCO

puts one
In mInD oF
A FAIrytAle

The cinematography is excellent
with some beautifully lit shots that
put one in mind of a fairy tale such
is their exquisite nature. Light plays
a significant role insinuating either
fantasy or reality into the story
world. Marinou-Blanco regularly
returns to static shots of perfectly
composed backdrops in front of
which his characters walk, always
alone. Beautiful and symbolic,
these shots are theatrical
and underscore Alex’s, and
presumably, Marinou-Blanco’s,
love of the stage.
Pugh’s performance wavers
inexplicably at times as though he
can’t quite summon up a frame
of reference for Alex’s behaviour.
The pace of the film drags slightly
in a few places, but its conclusion
is picturesque, simple, and exactly
what it should be.
jennIfeR OeY

gOOdnIgHt IRene is screened on
tuesday 23 September at 6.00pm.
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the colours are muted and
washed-out, as though the dust
and summer heat had seeped
into the very film stock itself. there
is also a striking sound design
that brings in the whir of machine
noise, chatter and snatches of

the group’s incredible voyage,
jOn mItCHell
alexandRa is screened on tuesday 23
September at 8.30pm.

which covers six countries, is met
with various problems. yet their
strenuous experience is not without
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LINHA DA PASSE by Walter Salles
reveals poise and inner strength

Then there is the half-Mexican,

beyond his years as he learns

half-American Tom, a kid

to drive a bus and eventually

coupled in many scenes with

drives it on to Sao Paulo’s violent

Tilda Swinton in Erick Zonca’s

streets.

gripping JULIA, who has to shift

A confident young rascal

emotional modes from terror

troubles the dignified old lady

and bewilderment to a kind

Aniela in her Polish manor house

of acceptance and dawning

providing the setting for PORA

understanding, as the action

PHIlIP WaRd
delivered to the festival daily by hand (or
possibly carrier pigeon), delightfully typed up
the old fashioned way on a typewriter. just to
show that you don’t have to have a computer to
let us know your views…

A thoroughly enjoyable film. It’s

much it hurt: the characters were

hallmark of the very best of British

funny, it’s tender, and it’s very,

so like people I know, but with that

comedy. Well worth seeing.

very sharp. At times I laughed so

marvellous wry twist which is the

Bring this advertisement
into the shop to claim 20%
off ANY title!
1 Trinity Street
Cambridge, CB2 1SZ
Phone 01223 333333
www.cambridge.org/bookshop

fantasy outdoor film:
DELIVERANCE, in a forest
somewhere, preferably
accompanied by a banjoplaying toothless yokel.

faIntHeaRt VITO ROCCO

We are delighted to be
supporting the Festival!

Hungary.

matt kelland

fInd tHe feStIval
dISCOUnt at de lUCa
CUCIna & BaR.
10% Off fOR
tICketHOldeRS!

top ten: the people’s favourite film award 2008
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

preserve (rezerwat)
2001: a space Odyssey
war requiem
the understudy
lOve letters and live
wires: highlights frOm
the gpO film unit

6. faintheart
7. katyn
8. time tO die (pOra
umierac)
9. julia
10. uk shOrts 1

Whether you loved or hated the film you’ve just seen, make your
opinIon count by visiting the Festival website and clicking on the
‘Rate a Film’ option. The most popular Festival film will be garlanded
the People’s Favourite!
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tHe UnBeaRaBle
InSIStenCe On
aUtHentICItY
BY CHaRlOtte HanSen

U

lrich Seidl may be hard to
pick out in a crowd and
quietly spoken, but the
impression his films leave behind
is quite the opposite, namely
powerful and insistent. It is hard
to imagine anyone leaving the
cinema after having seen one
of his films without feeling just
a little unhinged. The Austrian
filmmaker is currently visiting Britain
in order to present his latest film
IMPORT/EXPORT (2007) and one
of the stops on Seidl’s tour is the
Cambridge Film Festival, which is
showing four of his films. He gave
an insight into various aspects
of his filmmaking on a seemingly
ordinary Monday night.
Although Seidl originally made
his mark as a documentary
filmmaker targeting such diverse
subjects as the love between
people and their pets (ANIMAL
LOVE) and the world of models
(MODELS), he is adamant that the
whole notion of an unobtrusive
camera that does not interfere
with or even distort reality is pure
nonsense. The camera always
gets in the way and creates
another reality, there is no such
thing as an objective reality.
And from the beginning, his
films have split people into two
factions, namely into that of
friends or into that of foes. Either
people are bowled over by the
films or quite simply repulsed.
This probably has to do with the
fact that Seidl sometimes frames
very long shots of passive people
who seem vulnerable, or that

Ulrich Seidl (Photograph by tom Catchesides)

AustrIAn/Auteur
he also shows people in almost
unbearably intimate situations
(of either a sexual or emotional
nature). But, Seidl himself prefers
extreme reactions, as they show
that people watching his films are
not able to maintain the distance
between themselves and what
is projected on the screen, they
simply must take a stand.
The four films being shown at
CFF 08: LOSSES TO BE EXPECTED;
DOG DAYS; JESUS, YOU KNOW
and the aforementioned IMPORT/
EXPORT all bear testimony to
what have become recognisable
and stylistic features of Seidl’s
work. Blurring the divide between
the genres of documentary

and fiction, Seidl employs both
professional and non-professional
actors and does not refrain
from showing that human life is
sometimes lived on the edge of
despair or even depravity. This
insistence on portraying the world
in what to him is a truthful way
has meant that Seidl has often,
and unjustly so, been reduced
to being labelled a misanthropic
filmmaker. In reality, he is best
described as a filmmaker who
believes in the power of hope
and redemption - regardless of
what shape or form it may present
itself in. He does not wish to make
Continued on page 2

HOt tICket
mICHel lÉvIant WIll
Be PReSentIng HIS fIlm
In memORY Of US On
tUeSdaY 23 SePtemBeR
at 5.30Pm

HOWaRd S. BeRgeR
WIll Be PReSentIng
HIS fIlm a lIfe In tHe
deatH Of jOe meek On
tUeSdaY 23 SePtemBeR
at 8.30Pm at tHe
jUnCtIOn

